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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Grand Admiral Thrawn and Darth Vader team up against
a threat to the Empire in this thrilling novel from bestselling author Timothy Zahn. “I have sensed
a disturbance in the Force.” Ominous words under any circumstances, but all the more so when
uttered by Emperor Palpatine. On Batuu, at the edges of the Unknown Regions, a threat to the
Empire is taking root—its existence little more than a glimmer, its consequences as yet
unknowable. But it is troubling enough to the Imperial leader to warrant investigation by his most
powerful agents: ruthless enforcer Lord Darth Vader and brilliant strategist Grand Admiral
Thrawn. Fierce rivals for the emperor’s favor, and outspoken adversaries on Imperial affairs—
including the Death Star project—the formidable pair seem unlikely partners for such a crucial
mission. But the Emperor knows it’s not the first time Vader and Thrawn have joined forces. And
there’s more behind his royal command than either man suspects.In what seems like a lifetime
ago, General Anakin Skywalker of the Galactic Republic, and Commander Mitth’raw’nuruodo,
officer of the Chiss Ascendancy, crossed paths for the first time. One on a desperate personal
quest, the other with motives unknown . . . and undisclosed. But facing a gauntlet of dangers on
a far-flung world, they forged an uneasy alliance—neither remotely aware of what their futures
held in store.Now, thrust together once more, they find themselves bound again for the planet
where they once fought side by side. There they will be doubly challenged—by a test of their
allegiance to the Empire . . . and an enemy that threatens even their combined might.Praise for
Thrawn: Alliances“It’s a science fiction beach read in the best way, brisk and amusing, with some
cool additions to the Star Wars galaxy.”—Den of Geek “Like all of Zahn’s novels set in a galaxy
far, far away, it’s an essential read for anyone looking for an artistically done adventure.”—CNET
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away….prologuenow“I have sensed a disturbance in the Force.”Emperor Palpatine paused,
stretching out his thoughts to the two men standing before his throne, awaiting their
reactions.No. Not men. Of course not men. Men were insignificant, pitiable creatures, fit only to
be ruled, or intimidated, or sent to die in battle. These were far more than mere men.A Chiss
grand admiral, a strategic and tactical genius. A Sith Lord, ruthless and powerful in the
Force.They were watching him, Palpatine knew, each trying in his own way to glean some
understanding as to why they’d been summoned. Grand Admiral Thrawn was observing his
Emperor’s voice, face, and body stance. Lord Vader, in contrast, was stretching out with the
Force toward his Master.Palpatine could feel all that. But he could also feel the tension between
these, his two most useful servants.The tension wasn’t simply because each wished to be the
one standing alone at his Master’s side at the center of Imperial power, though that was certainly
part of it.There was more. Much more. Thrawn had recently suffered a serious defeat, permitting
a small group of rebels he’d successfully trapped on the planet Atollon to slip through his fingers.
That failure had earned Vader’s contempt.Thrawn, in his turn, strongly opposed the Death Star
project favored by Vader, Grand Moff Tarkin, and Palpatine himself, pushing instead for his own
prized TIE Defender project on Lothal. So far Thrawn’s opposition had not reached the level of
open resistance, but the Emperor knew it was only a matter of time. Vader knew that, as well.But
Palpatine hadn’t brought them here to offer an opportunity for reconciliation. Certainly not to
mediate personally in their conflict. There were other, far deeper considerations.Thrawn had
given his oath of loyalty to the Empire. But that loyalty had never been fully tested. Vader stood
beside Palpatine as the Sith Master’s apprentice. But his previous life among the Jedi could not
simply be ignored nor casually dismissed.Here, with this intriguing Force disturbance, was the



opportunity to deal with both issues.Palpatine raised his eyes briefly toward the high window in
his throne room. The Star Destroyer Chimaera was visible in the distance, a barely discernible
arrowhead shape floating high above Coruscant’s buildings and skylanes. Normally, military craft
that large weren’t permitted closer than low orbit. But Palpatine had wished the ship to be
present during this meeting, a subtle reminder to both his servants of what had been given to
Thrawn, and what could be taken away.Vader spoke first, as Palpatine had known he would.
“Perhaps you sense the rogue Jedi Kanan Jarrus,” he said. “Or the creature Admiral Thrawn
claimed to have encountered on Atollon.”Palpatine smiled thinly. Of course he wasn’t sensing
Jarrus. That particular disturbance had long since been noted, codified, and dismissed, a fact
Vader knew only too well. The suggestion was nothing more than a reminder to Thrawn—and to
Palpatine—of the Chiss’s humiliating defeat.Thrawn gave no visible reaction to Vader’s
comment. But Palpatine could sense a hardening of his attitude. He’d already promised the
Emperor that he would deal with Jarrus and the Phoenix rebels who had so recently escaped
him. Much of that failure had been due to factors not under Thrawn’s control, which was why
Palpatine hadn’t taken the Seventh Fleet away from him.But Vader had no patience for failure of
any sort, no matter what the reasons or excuses. For now, he was waiting; but he was more than
ready to step in to solve that particular problem if the grand admiral failed.“This disturbance
comes from neither,” Palpatine said. “It is something new. Something different.” He looked back
and forth between his servants. “Something that will require both of you working together to
uncover.”Again, neither of them visibly reacted. But Palpatine could sense their surprise. Their
surprise, and their reflexive protest.Working together?This time, it was the Chiss who spoke first.
“With all due respect, Your Majesty, I believe my duty and my abilities would be best used
elsewhere,” he said. “The rebels who escaped Atollon must be tracked down and eliminated
before they can regroup and join with other cells.”“I agree,” the Emperor said. “But the Seventh
Fleet and Commander Woldar can deal with that without you for now. Grand Moff Tarkin will also
be joining the commander while his new assignment is being prepared for him.”Palpatine
sensed a flicker in Vader’s emotions, perhaps a hope that Thrawn would mistakenly believe this
was the right time and place to once again raise objections to the Death Star project. Palpatine
paused, offering the grand admiral the opportunity to do just that.But Thrawn remained
silent.“While Woldar and Tarkin find and deal with the rebels,” the Emperor continued, “you and
Lord Vader will take your flagship to deal with this other matter.”“Understood, Your Majesty,”
Thrawn said. “May I point out that Governor Tarkin is less familiar than I am with this particular
rebel cell. Perhaps a more efficient approach would be for Lord Vader to be offered one of my
Star Destroyers and seek out this disturbance on his own.”Palpatine felt a sudden stirring of
anger from his apprentice at Thrawn’s unthinking choice of phrase. A Lord of the Sith was not
offered a ship. He took what he wanted when he wanted it.But like Thrawn, Vader knew when to
remain silent.“You surprise me, Admiral Thrawn,” Palpatine said. “I would have expected a
certain eagerness to journey within sight of your home.”Thrawn’s glowing red eyes narrowed
slightly, and Palpatine felt his sudden caution. “Excuse me, Your Majesty?”“The disturbance is



located at the edge of your Unknown Regions,” the Emperor said. “It appears to be centered on
a planet named Batuu.” Again, he sensed a reaction to the name. This time, the reaction came
from both of them. “I believe you have heard of it?”Thrawn’s eyes were hooded, the expression
on that blue-skinned face swirling with memories. “Yes,” he murmured. “I have indeed heard of
it.”As, of course, had Vader. It was the place where he and Thrawn had long ago interfered, albeit
unwittingly, with one of Palpatine’s own plans.But again, Vader remained silent.“Very well, then,”
Palpatine said. “You, Admiral, will command.” He looked at Vader. “You, Lord Vader, will deal with
the disturbance.”“Yes, Your Highness,” Thrawn said.“Yes, my Master,” Vader said.Palpatine
leaned back into the depths of his throne. “Then go.”The two servants turned and walked toward
the door between the double rows of red-cloaked Imperial Guards silently lining their path.
Palpatine watched them go: the Chiss in his white grand admiral’s uniform, the Sith garbed in
black, his long cloak swirling behind him.The solution to this particular puzzle would indeed
require both of them. But more important, it would address Palpatine’s lingering questions.He
smiled thinly. Time for Thrawn to face his future.Time for Vader to face his
past.prologuethenAnakin Skywalker pursed his lips. “Nope,” he said. “Never heard of it.”“No
reason why you should have,” Padmé Amidala said, shaking her head. She’d left her hair down
today, and the tresses flicked with subtle lights as they moved. Anakin had always liked that
effect. “It’s on the edge of the Outer Rim, right up against the Unknown Regions.”“And it’s
important why?”“I don’t know,” Padmé admitted. “All I have is Duja’s message that she’s
stumbled onto something going on somewhere in the Batuu area and thinks we ought to
investigate it.”“Something going on somewhere,” Anakin echoed. “Not exactly the most solid intel
report I’ve ever heard.”“That’s what everyone else in the High Command thinks, too.” Padmé
paused, and Anakin sensed the mix of trepidation and stubbornness rising up in her. “Which is
why I’m going out there myself to check it out.”Anakin knew his wife well enough to have
guessed where this was going. Even so, it was something of a punch in the gut. “Alone?” he
asked. Again, not like he needed to ask.“Of course not,” Padmé said. “Duja’s already there,
remember? Oh, don’t look at me like that.”“Like what?”“Like a—” There was a barely noticeable
pause as she reflexively reminded herself where everyone else in the office complex was and
confirmed that no one was in a position to eavesdrop. “—husband. Or at least a Jedi protector,”
she added with an impish smile.Anakin smiled back. There had been a time when that was all he
was to her. Though even then he’d wanted more. “Well, I am a Jedi protector, you know,” he said.
“No reason I shouldn’t look or talk like one.” He clenched his teeth briefly, forcing back his rising
emotion the way his Jedi instructors had taught him. “Unfortunately, I’m also a Jedi general, and
there’s a battle coming up that I’m supposed to lead. If only…”He broke off. If only Ahsoka hadn’t
left the Jedi Order. But she had, and she was sorely missed, and not only for her battle
skills.Maybe Padmé was thinking the same thing, and missing Anakin’s young Padawan almost
as much as he was. At the very least, she understood enough not to ask him if someone else
could fill in for him in the upcoming battle. “It’ll be okay,” she said instead. “You’ve met some of
my former handmaidens. You know how well trained they are in combat and espionage.”“Duja’s a



decent one?”“One of the best,” Padmé assured him. “Once we’re together, it’ll be the enemy
whose protector needs to be worried.”“Maybe.” Anakin cocked an eyebrow. “Not one of your
better lines, by the way.”“I know,” Padmé said. “I have to save all of those for the Senate.” She
sighed. “Anakin, do you think this war will ever end?”“Of course,” Anakin said automatically, with
an enthusiasm he wasn’t really feeling.Because it was a question they were all asking. Would it
ever end?Already it had lingered longer than he’d expected. Longer than maybe any of them had
expected. So far Chancellor Palpatine was holding things together, keeping the Republic
focused and standing firm. But even he couldn’t do so forever. Could he?So many had died. So
very, very many.But Padmé wouldn’t be one of them. Anakin had promised himself that. “When
will you be back?” he asked.“I don’t know,” Padmé said. “There aren’t too many stable
hyperlanes in that area, so it’ll take some time just to get there.”“You want me to work out a
course for you?” Anakin suggested. “The Jedi archives might have something better than the
standard charts.”“No, that’s okay,” Padmé said. “Someone might find a record of your search,
and I don’t want anyone else to know I’m going out there. You can save that for when you’re
coming to join us—that’s when we’ll really need you to crank up the speed.”“Trust me, I will.”
Anakin shook his head. “I don’t know, Padmé. I really don’t like you being out of touch that
long.”“I don’t like it, either,” she admitted. “But the HoloNet never worked very well that far out
even before the war, and I doubt it’s gotten any better. Still, there are five private message
services that operate in the region, so even if there’s a bit more time lag I should still be able to
get information back to you.” She reached over and touched his arm. “I’ll be all right, Ani.
Really.”“I know,” Anakin said.He knew no such thing, of course. Padmé on Coruscant he could
protect, at least some of the time. Padmé at the far edge of nowhere he couldn’t.But she’d made
up her mind, and he knew that further argument would be futile. Padmé’s former handmaidens
were fiercely loyal to her, and that loyalty went in both directions. Whether Duja was in trouble, or
had simply found trouble, now that she’d asked Padmé for help there was no power in the galaxy
that could keep them apart.“Just promise you’ll let me know what’s going on as soon as you can,”
he said, taking her hand in his.In his left hand, of course, the flesh-and-blood one. Padmé never
seemed bothered by the difference, but Anakin never forgot.“I will,” she said. “A quick trip, a
quick assessment, and straight home. I’ll probably be back before you are.”“I’ll hold you to that,”
he warned. “And speaking of holding…”He stepped close to her, and for a moment they stood
with their arms wrapped around each other in a lingering hug, a small eye of quiet and peace
amid the violent sandstorm that continued to rage throughout the galaxy.Small, and far too brief.
“I have to go,” Padmé said into his shoulder as she pulled gently away.“So do I,” he said with a
quiet sigh. “I’ll miss you.”“I’ll miss you, too.” Padmé gave him another smile, more tired than
impish this time. “At least you’ll have Obi-Wan to keep you company.”Anakin made an
exaggerated face. “Not exactly the same.”“I know.” She stepped back to him for a quick kiss.
“We’ll spend some time together when we’re both back. Some real time.”“That’s what you always
say.” But then, that was what he always said, too. “Be careful, Padmé, and come home
safe.”“You, too, Anakin.” She reached up and stroked his cheek. “You’re the one heading into a



war, remember. I’m just going to see an old friend.”“Yeah,” he murmured. “Right.”—The battle
played out like so many that had gone before: minuscule gains here, minuscule losses there,
both gains and losses all but swallowed up in the accompanying swirl of death and
destruction.Padmé hadn’t returned by the time the weary forces returned to Coruscant. Nor had
she sent any messages. Anakin checked the service she’d said she would use, then queried all
the others that operated in that part of the Outer Rim. Nothing. He searched the mass of recent
records that routinely came into Coruscant for consideration and archiving, searching for her by
name, by her ship design, by her physical description, even by the jewelry she typically wore.
Still nothing. He petitioned the Jedi Council to allow him to go look for her himself, but Count
Dooku was on the move again and the request was denied. Another battle, a quick one this time,
and he was back on Coruscant.Still no message. But this time, his document search had found a
match. Padmé’s ship, or one of the same class and type, had been found abandoned on Batuu.
The local hunters who found it said it appeared to be deserted.Padmé Amidala, senator and
former queen of Naboo, had vanished.chapter 1There were passengers, Commodore Karyn
Faro thought to herself as she stood in the center of the Chimaera’s command walkway, and
then there were passengers.Darth Vader was definitely one of the latter.Faro scowled at the
starscape outside the bridge. In her opinion, passengers of any sort didn’t belong on an Imperial
ship of the line. If Vader wanted to fly around the Empire, he should get a ship of his own.Or
maybe that was what the Chimaera had now become. Certainly Vader had wasted no time
settling in and making changes.Over the hum of quiet conversation, Faro heard the sound of the
aft bridge doors. She turned to see a white-armored stormtrooper step into view. He took an
unhurried look around, then continued on toward Faro.She scowled a little harder. And speaking
of unwelcome changes in the Chimaera’s routine…She had the scowl safely tucked away by the
time the other came to a crisp halt in front of her. “Commodore Faro,” he greeted her with the stiff
formality she’d come to expect from stormtrooper officers. “I’m—”“Yes; Commander Kimmund,”
she interrupted with equal formality.He didn’t twitch, and of course any flicker of surprise would
be hidden by his helmet faceplate. But Faro had no doubt the surprise was there. The white-on-
white unit and rank designations were nearly impossible to see without stormtrooper optical
enhancements, but Faro had long since mastered the technique. “What can I do for you?” she
continued.“I need to talk to you about the positioning and priority placement of our transport,”
Kimmund said. There wasn’t any surprise in his voice, either. Quick on the recovery. “Your chief
hangar master is having trouble obeying orders.”Mentally, Faro shook her head. Yes, that
sounded like Senior Lieutenant Xoxtin. The woman had her precise, idiosyncratic way of doing
things, and it often took a figurative loadlifter to budge her.Unfortunately, her family was one of
the Coruscant elite, and was furthermore close friends with the Emperor’s senior adviser on Mid
Rim affairs. Xoxtin got away with doing things her own way simply because few naval officers
had the nerve to bring the necessary pressure to bear.Luckily for Kimmund, Faro was one of
those few.“I’ll speak to her personally,” she promised Kimmund. “Where exactly do you want your
transport positioned?”“Lord Vader’s Lambda should of course be in Number One,” Kimmund



said. “The Darkhawk should be in Number Two.”Which would leave Admiral Thrawn’s own
personal Lambda no higher than the Number Three slot. A clear violation of proper navy
protocol, and Kimmund surely knew that.Still, Thrawn had instructed his officers to cooperate
with their guests—that was his word—as much as possible. And it wasn’t like a ship in Number
Three couldn’t get into space as quickly as a ship in Number One. It was just farther from the
prep room and therefore a bit more of a walk. Thrawn would probably be okay with that.Actually,
having the Darkhawk in there would go nicely with the other nondescript freighter currently
sitting in Number Four, the civilian ship Thrawn had liberated from pirates a couple of years ago
and used whenever he felt the need for anonymity. The First Legion’s transport was of much the
same flavor: an old, Clone Wars–era Separatist freighter that looked decrepit on the outside but
had been refitted with all the best weaponry, shielding, and sensor-evasion systems that
Imperial technology could provide. For all of Lord Vader’s menace and flash, to say nothing of his
instantly recognizable appearance, he clearly also understood the uses of subtlety.Either that or
he liked having a captured Separatist ship around to remind everyone which side had won.“Very
well,” she said to Kimmund. “I’ll make it happen.”“Thank you, Commodore,” Kimmund said.
Coming briefly to full attention, he turned and strode back down the command walkway.Faro
watched him go, feeling the swirl of calculations that was a frustrating part of an Imperial officer’s
life. Xoxtin’s family was powerful; but Kimmund was the head of the First Legion, the elite unit
that Lord Vader had drawn from the equally renowned 501st to serve as his personal
stormtrooper force. Theoretically, the Emperor’s right-hand man trumped all the rest of the
tangled political web.But only if, when things went to meltdown, Vader deigned to intervene on
Faro’s behalf. Unfortunately, he was notorious for staying out of political squabbles, and there
was no guarantee he would even remember Faro’s minor assistance here. Xoxtin, on the other
hand, would almost certainly hold a grudge.There was never a good time for such a balancing
act. But this particular time was especially bad. Faro had been promoted to commodore just six
weeks ago, with the assurance that Task Force 231 would be hers as soon as its current
commander was moved up the ladder to one of the larger fleets.But that promise, and her task
force, had yet to materialize. And with Commander Eli Vanto’s unexplained disappearance from
the Seventh Fleet still fueling the rumor mill, Faro was no longer sure where her future lay.
Annoying Xoxtin and her family at this juncture could prove fatal.Still, she’d promised Kimmund.
More important, letting a subordinate get away with ignoring orders, even a subordinate as well
connected as Xoxtin, set a bad precedent.She was staring out the viewport, mentally walking
through her confrontational options, when the mottled sky of hyperspace abruptly changed to
starlines and collapsed into stars.The Chimaera had arrived.Only it hadn’t arrived at its planned
destination. It had, instead, arrived in the literal middle of nowhere.—The stars shone through
the viewport, their positions matching those on the nav display and confirming Commodore
Faro’s calculations.Lord Vader stands just out of sight, motionless, only his labored breathing
marking his position. His breathing displays some variance. His body stance likewise holds a
muted range of thought and emotion. But there is little there to read. Little to understand. Little to



anticipate.Faro stepped into view. “The hyperdrive has been checked twice, Admiral,” she said.
Her facial muscles are tight. Her voice holds a higher degree of anxiety than usual. “The techs
thought it might be the alluvial dampers, but they’ve been cleared. I’ve ordered a second check,
but so far everything’s showing full green.” Her eyes remain correctly on her admiral as she
speaks, but her muscles hold a tension that indicates she battles an urge to turn her attention
and her speech to Lord Vader. She does not wish his presence on the command walkway, but
her expression holds recognition that she has no choice in the matter.“Then the fault must lie
with the Chimaera’s crew,” Vader said. He steps forward. His voice perhaps holds
impatience.“With all due respect, Lord Vader, I don’t believe that to be the case,” Faro said. Her
eyes turn to Vader. The stiffness of her stance increases. Her voice holds caution and a degree
of fear, but also determination. “This hyperlane is sparsely traveled, and its parameters and
edges are poorly defined. I believe it more likely we’ve run into the shadow of some previously
unknown mass.”“Indeed,” Vader said. His vocal pitch lowers slightly. His hands rise to his waist,
his thumbs hooking into his belt. “And where is this mysterious mass?”Faro’s throat muscles
tighten briefly. “We haven’t yet located it, Lord Vader,” she said. Her eyes turn back to her
admiral. “I have our best sensor operators working on the problem, sir.”“Perhaps your best are
not up to the standards of Imperial service,” Vader said.“The Chimaera’s officers and crew are
more than adequate to their tasks, Lord Vader,” Thrawn said. “Commodore, if there is indeed a
wayward mass affecting us, perhaps some forward movement will take us clear of its shadow
and effect.”“Yes, sir,” Faro said. The tension in her face and voice eases noticeably. “Helm: Take
us ahead at two-thirds power. Scanners: Continue to search for objects.”“And for other ships,”
Thrawn said.Faro’s expression holds puzzlement. “Other ships, sir?”“Do you expect us to come
under attack?” Vader asked.“It is possible, though unlikely,” Thrawn said. “My concern is that,
however it was we were pulled from hyperspace, other ships may be similarly affected. We need
to be wary of collisions or other encounters.”“Commodore Faro just explained how poorly
traveled this hyperlane is,” Vader said. His words are slightly clipped. “Do you truly expect a
traffic level of two ships a week to present a danger?”“That is indeed the listing on the
navigational charts,” Thrawn said. “But the transit profile may have changed since those
notations were made. Certainly the ship traffic was even more sparse the last time I was
here.”“You were here before, sir?” Faro asked. Her expression and voice hold surprise. “I didn’t
know that.”“Is there a reason you should, Commodore?” Vader asked.“My apologies, Admiral,”
Faro said. She speaks quickly. Her voice holds fresh anxiety.“No apologies required,
Commodore,” Thrawn said. “It was many years ago during the Clone War.”“I see,” Faro said. The
anxiety is fading, her voice and expression now holding interest. “I was unaware you were in the
Republic at that time.”“The past is the past,” Vader said. “The present and future are all that
matter.” He turns, his long cloak swirling, his half-hidden lightsaber glinting in the bridge light. His
hands remain hooked in his belt a moment, and then he lowers his arms to his sides. His fingers
curl slightly. “I will be in my quarters. You will inform me when we are again under way.”“Of
course, Lord Vader,” Thrawn said.“You will also inform your Noghri that my legion’s Darkhawk is



off limits to him,” Vader added. “Commander Kimmund has twice caught him inside. The next
time will be the last.”“Understood, my lord,” Thrawn said. “Rukh is sometimes overzealous in his
attempts to know everything that occurs aboard the Chimaera. I will so inform him.”“There was
no need for him to be aboard at all,” Vader said. His voice deepens in pitch. “If his combat and
tracking skills are as good as you claim, he should have been left behind to aid Woldar and
Tarkin in their hunt for Jarrus and the rebels.” His head tilts slightly. “Or do you fear for your
personal safety after your confrontations on Atollon?”Faro’s facial muscles stiffen. Her body
stance holds fresh tension.“On the contrary, Lord Vader,” Thrawn said. “With you and the First
Legion aboard, the Chimaera’s safety is more than guaranteed. But there may be tasks that
require all of us, including Rukh, before this mission is over.”“The mission will be over sooner
than you think,” Vader said. “We will find the disturbance, I will deal with it, and we will return to
Coruscant.”“Understood,” Thrawn said.“Good.” Vader turns a few degrees to face the viewport.
“With all speed, Admiral. I wish to see what exactly has caught the Emperor’s attention.”“Of
course, my lord,” Thrawn said. “As do I.”—After the first time Kimmund threw Rukh off the
Darkhawk he’d ordered Trooper Sampa to rig intrusion sensors on all the hatchways. One of the
sensors had successfully been triggered the second time Rukh sneaked aboard, allowing the
stormtroopers on duty to catch and evict him much faster.Kimmund was watching the
Chimaera’s progress—or more properly, its lack of progress—on the First Legion ready room’s
repeater displays when the sensor once again warbled its alert.Two minutes later he was in the
hangar, fully armored, blaster carbine in hand, making a quiet bet with himself as to precisely
where circumstance and whim would place his first shot. He reached the Darkhawk and strode
around its bow.Only to find the diminutive Noghri standing calmly on the deck five meters
outside the vehicle under the watchful guard of Sergeant Drav and Trooper Morrtic. Morrtic,
Kimmund noted, was holding an extra stormtrooper helmet at her side. “Where did you find
him?” Kimmund asked.“Right here, sir,” Drav said darkly. “Standing outside the
hatch.”“Pretending he was just out for a stroll,” Morrtic added.Kimmund focused on the Noghri.
Short and humanoid, with gray skin and a row of small horns running up from his forehead, he
was looking back at the stormtrooper commander with his usual scowl. His arms were hanging
casually at his sides, but Kimmund had seen him practice with the fighting staff strapped across
his back and knew he could grab it with blinding speed.With three stormtroopers standing in
triangle array around him, Kimmund almost hoped he would try. Especially since there was a
certain look on top of Rukh’s scowl that he was pretty sure was smugness. “Well?” he
demanded.“Well?” Rukh repeated in a grating voice.“What are you doing here?”“This is my
master’s ship,” Rukh said. “I can go wherever I wish.”“The Chimaera is Grand Admiral Thrawn’s
ship,” Kimmund corrected acidly. “Lord Vader’s Lambda and the Darkhawk aren’t. You’ve been
warned to stay out.”“Your soldiers will tell you I haven’t been aboard,” Rukh said. “Speak to them.
Ask them.”Kimmund shifted his attention to Drav. “Well?”“We were here ten seconds after the
alarm sounded,” the sergeant conceded. “If he was inside, it couldn’t have been more than a ring-
and-run.”“Really,” Kimmund growled, looking back at Rukh. “Are we reduced to petty schoolchild



pranks, then?”“We are reduced to words,” Rukh said. “These are mine: The safety of my master
is my task. I will not allow unknowns to threaten it.”“We’re hardly unknowns,” Kimmund said stiffly.
“We’re the First Legion, Lord Vader’s personal stormtroopers. The entire Empire knows us.”“The
entire Empire may,” Rukh said. “I don’t. But I will learn.”“You do that,” Kimmund said. “Just
remember that the next time we catch you in one of our transports, we will shoot to kill.”“You may
try,” Rukh said. “I bear you no ill will. But I will do my job.” Giving Kimmund a low, obviously
sarcastic bow, he turned and strode on his short legs toward the hangar bay exit.“Should we
follow him, sir?” Drav asked.“No,” Kimmund said. “Unfortunately, he’s right—Thrawn has given
him full run of the Chimaera. Hopefully, Lord Vader’s had a chance to clarify things regarding our
ships.” He gestured to the helmet in Morrtic’s hand. “What’s that?”“It’s what he used to trigger the
alarm,” Morrtic said, holding up the helmet for closer inspection. “He apparently stood out here
and tossed it through the hatch into the sensor field.”Kimmund frowned, keying his helmet’s
optical enhancements. Was that—? “Is that Jid’s?”“Yes, sir,” Morrtic confirmed sourly. “And yes, it
was still in the aft electronics shop waiting for its comm upgrade.”“So how did Rukh get in there
and get it?”Morrtic looked at Drav. “No idea, sir,” Drav admitted.“No idea?”“He didn’t use that
electrostaff of his to short out the sensors,” Morrtic put in. “I checked them.”“What about that
damn personal cloaking trick?” Kimmund asked. “Did Sampa ever figure out how that thing
worked?”“Yeah, he got a look at the specs,” Drav said. “It’s a lot like a Sinrich optical dephaser,
but it’s got a totally different design. Looks like it’s limited to three minutes on a charge, doesn’t
work on humans—needs a Noghri’s double-layer skin conductivity or something—and doesn’t
cover any added stuff once it’s been activated.”“That last is the key,” Morrtic said. “Sampa’s
rigged up a gadget that sprays a fine mist of microwave-reflective glitter when the floor weight
sensors are triggered. Once Rukh’s got that on him, we should be able to track him anywhere he
goes.”“Great,” Kimmund said. “So that means he never got aboard. Congratulations.”“Yeah,”
Morrtic growled, wiggling Jid’s helmet in her hands. “We’ll go over the ship right now and find his
diggery hole.”“Yes, you will,” Kimmund bit out. He glared at the wayward helmet. “Because the
next time he crosses me, someone’s going to die. Preferably Rukh; but if it’s not him, it’ll be
whoever let him through. And it won’t be me who does it. It’ll be Lord Vader.”He shifted his eyes
across the hangar, fighting to keep from lifting his carbine and blasting the insolent Noghri in the
back right there and then. “So pass the word, Sergeant. Pass it to everyone.”—The Chimaera
traveled two hours in realspace before Thrawn ordered Faro to try the hyperdrive again.Once
again, it failed.“It’s almost like there’s an Interdictor cruiser somewhere nearby, sir,” she told
Thrawn as the Star Destroyer continued its realspace journey through the starlit darkness. “But
there’s no way it could be big enough to have this kind of power without being in scanner
range.”“Unless it were cloaked,” a deep voice came from behind them.Faro twitched. Vader had
asked to be notified when the Chimaera had cleared the mysterious blockage. She’d taken that
to mean the Dark Lord would remain elsewhere until that message came.Apparently, he’d gotten
bored.“My lord,” Thrawn greeted Vader calmly. “I believe you’ll find it is impossible to run a gravity
generator and a cloaking device at the same time. The two fields work against each



other.”“Perhaps a new technique has been discovered,” Vader countered. “Unknown Regions
science may be different from ours.”“Technologies may certainly be different,” Thrawn said.
“Science itself, less likely. There are certain laws that are universal.”“Perhaps,” Vader said.
“Regardless, it appears we are at an impasse. What is your proposed solution?”For another
moment, Thrawn remained silent. Faro noted his gaze shifting among the starscape, the regional
map, and the close-in diagram of their current hyperlane. “If the existing path cannot be followed,
we shall forge one of our own,” he said. “Commodore Faro, change course forty degrees to
portside.”“Is there another route the Empire is unaware of?” Vader asked.“None that I know of in
this region,” Thrawn said. “Our options are to send out a scout ship to map a route for us, or to
proceed via those same short jumps ourselves. The latter seems the more efficient choice.”“That
will take time,” Vader warned, an edge of threat in his tone. “The Emperor’s instructions were to
proceed with all haste.”“Following the hyperlane has proved less than successful,” Thrawn
pointed out. “Continuing as we have will likely cost even more time.”“Unless we are already at the
end of the blockage.”Thrawn inclined his head. “Helm?” he called. “Make the jump to
lightspeed.”“Yes, Admiral.”Faro turned to the viewport, bracing herself. The stars flared into
starlines—And with the sputtering tonal descent from the hyperdrive that indicated a failed jump
they collapsed again into stars.Faro knew better than to swear in front of superior officers. But
even so, it was a close thing.“Interesting,” Thrawn murmured. If he was perturbed by the failure, it
didn’t show in his voice or face. “Commodore: Take the Chimaera forty degrees to portside.”“Yes,
sir,” Faro said. “A suggestion, if I may?”“Your admiral has given you an order,” Vader
said.“Continue, Commodore,” Thrawn said calmly.Faro felt her throat tighten. Vader’s comment,
underscoring as it did Thrawn’s order, was in itself an additional order. Was Thrawn simply going
to ignore it? “I’ve done some calculations, sir,” she continued hastily, wondering if Vader was
going to interrupt. Or worse. “Traveling to Batuu jump-by-jump will take approximately thirty-nine
hours. If we instead travel to Mokivj, we can then take a different hyperlane from there to Batuu,
with a savings of fourteen to fifteen hours.”Thrawn inclined his head. “Show me.”Faro keyed the
route to the display, bracing herself as she waited for Vader’s inevitable question as to what kind
of lane could possibly connect two such minor worlds.And it would be an entirely valid question.
The nav charts showed that such a pathway existed, but it was even less well defined—not to
mention less well traveled—than the one the Chimaera had been following to Batuu. If the same
faulty data that had diverted them from the Batuu hyperlane also affected the Mokivj-to-Batuu
route, they might find themselves in the same situation they were in right now.But for once, the
Dark Lord seemed to have nothing to say.“An excellent suggestion, Commodore,” Thrawn said.
“Set course for Mokivj.”“Yes, sir.” Turning to the helm station, Faro caught the eye of the officer
seated there and nodded. He nodded back, acknowledging the order, and the massive warship
began turning to starboard.“Eleven,” Vader said.Thrawn turned to him. “Excuse me?”“Eleven
hours’ savings at the most,” Vader said.“Agreed,” Thrawn said. “Still, it will be
worthwhile.”“Perhaps,” Vader said. “We shall see.”—As Vader had expected, he was right. The
jump-by-jump passage to Mokivj took three hours longer than Commodore Faro’s estimate,



putting their time savings exactly where he’d calculated.He hadn’t wanted to travel to Mokivj. He
hadn’t wished to see it.But now that they were here, and within sight of the planet…“Analysis,
Commodore?” Thrawn asked quietly as the Chimaera circled the planet toward the entry point to
their target hyperlane.“It’s a mystery, sir,” Faro said, frowning at her datapad. “I don’t know any
kind of catastrophe other than a comet strike or massive volcanic eruption that could have
caused this kind of widespread devastation. But I’m not finding evidence of a comet or any active
volcanoes.”Vader gazed out the viewport. Where there had once been lush grasslands and
forests there were now lifeless plains and deserts across a great swath of the planet’s surface,
with only pockets of greenery offering faltering defiance against the surrounding devastation.
Clouds covered much of the sky: not white feathery clouds or the gray strata of rain clouds, but
brooding masses that promised nothing but the darkness and chill of blocked sunlight.“Perhaps
it was something even more cataclysmic than a comet,” Thrawn said. “Commander Hammerly,
how many moons are you reading?”“Moons, sir?” Hammerly asked, sounding bewildered.Vader
turned to face her. Again, one of Thrawn’s subordinates questioning the admiral’s orders.
Perhaps it was time to deliver a reminder of the need for instant and unquestioning obedience.
“Yes, sir—moons,” Hammerly added quickly.Vader looked at Thrawn. There was no indication
that he was considering punishing the commander, not even with a verbal rebuke, for her
questioning of his orders. Indeed, he seemed merely intent on receiving her answer.Mentally, he
shook his head in contempt. Perhaps the admiral’s lack of proper discipline of his subordinates
was the reason the rebels at Atollon had escaped him.“There should be ten,” Thrawn continued.
“Six are relatively small, but four are large enough for their internal gravity to have shaped them
into spheres.”“What does this matter?” Vader asked. He hooked his thumbs into his belt, feeling
a fresh awareness of the lightsaber hanging there.“There is little else to occupy our attention
while we traverse the system,” Thrawn pointed out. “Besides, I am curious as to the
completeness of the Chimaera’s archives.”It was a reasonable enough answer, delivered in an
eminently reasonable tone.But Vader wasn’t fooled. There was a point to everything this Grand
Admiral Thrawn did, a hidden plan or motivation or scheme. Once again, he felt the presence of
his lightsaber…“Your pardon, Admiral, but that’s not what we’re reading,” Hammerly said,
frowning at her board. “I count six moons, only one of which is spherical.”“The other four must be
on the other side of the planet,” Vader said, feeling a stir of impatience. That one was obvious.“I
think not, my lord,” Thrawn said. “Note the gravity-interaction overlay Commander Hammerly has
placed on the display. It indicates no other significant masses in the planetary system.”Vader
looked at the overlay. He couldn’t do the calculations himself—that was what droids were for—
but the sensor officer’s conclusions were laid out at the bottom of the display. “Are you
suggesting the missing moons fell to the surface?” he asked.“Unlikely,” Thrawn said, a quiet
intensity in his voice. “Four masses that size would have turned Mokivj into a blazing inferno of
groundquakes and lava.”Like Mustafar, Vader noted silently. “Then where are they?”Thrawn
shook his head slowly. “That is a mystery we must solve.”“No,” Vader said.A sudden silence
descended on the bridge. “Excuse me, my lord?” Thrawn asked, his voice under careful



control.“We are not here to solve random mysteries,” Vader said firmly. “We are here to seek out
the disturbance the Emperor sensed. That, and nothing else.”“Of course,” Thrawn said. “But we
may discover that the two are connected.”“Are they?”“I do not know, my lord,” Thrawn said.For a
long moment, Vader gazed at him, trying to read that alien mind. But if there was duplicity hidden
behind those glowing red eyes, he couldn’t sense it. “Then let us be on our way,” he said.“Of
course, my lord.” Thrawn turned to Faro. “Commodore, as soon as we are cleared to the
hyperlane you will make all speed toward Batuu.”“Yes, sir,” Faro said.The Chiss turned back to
Vader. “I would point out one other thing, Lord Vader. If the Emperor is aware of a presence in
this part of space, that same presence may similarly be aware of you.”That thought had already
occurred to Vader. Many times. “Perhaps,” he said. “But awareness does not necessarily imply
preparedness.”“No,” Thrawn said quietly. Perhaps the grand admiral, too, was looking back at a
distant and unpleasant past. “It does not.”chapter 2“I’ll tell you one thing, Artoo,” Anakin said
darkly as he detached his Eta-2 Actis-class Interceptor fighter from its hyperdrive docking ring.
“If something’s happened to Padmé, someone on Batuu is going to be very unprepared for
what’s about to happen to them.”R2-D2 warbled his agreement. That was one of the great things
about R2-D2, Anakin thought as he maneuvered the Actis away from the ring and headed lower
toward the planet below: the little droid’s willingness to do whatever was necessary to follow his
master on the most difficult and dangerous roads.Here, the first problem would be to even find
the proper road.That wasn’t something he usually had to worry about. In space, the Separatist
fleets were big and obvious, and on the ground there was always enough smoke and blasterfire
to mark the key sites pretty clearly. On the rare occasions when Republic forces got there first,
there was usually someone on the ground ready to guide them to where the hostilities were
about to begin.None of those were likely to be the case on Batuu. Still, the planet was sorely
underdeveloped, with only a few outposts and small trading communities reading on his
scanners. The message Duja had sent Padmé had specified one of the larger settlements, Black
Spire Outpost, as their rendezvous spot. If the women weren’t there, Anakin would move on to
the next outpost until he found them.R2-D2 had already keyed in the coordinates. Taking a final
look at the nav display, Anakin pointed the Actis toward the horizon and poured power to the
drive—Abruptly, R2-D2 trilled a warning. “What is it?” Anakin said, frowning as he checked his
rear display.And felt the back of his neck tingle. There was a ship back there, the size of a
medium freighter but of unknown configuration.Settling into orbit right beside his hyperdrive
ring.There was no question of how Anakin should react. The ring was his only way out of the
system. If the intruder stole it—or worse, destroyed it—Anakin would be stuck here until he could
get a message back to Coruscant. Swinging his control yoke hard over, he spun the fighter in a
tight curve and headed back toward the ring, doing a quick 360 roll to make sure there were no
other surprises in the area.It appeared he and the intruder were alone. He straightened out,
checked to make sure R2-D2 had the laser cannons energized and ready, and keyed the comm.
“Unknown ship, this is General Anakin Skywalker of the Galactic Republic,” he called. “Identify
yourself and state your purpose.”Nothing. Maybe they didn’t communicate on any of the



Republic’s standard frequencies.Or, more likely this far out, didn’t speak Galactic Basic.Anakin
pursed his lips, running through his list of trade languages. He knew Huttese and Jawa Trade
Language fairly well, but Batuu was a long way from Hutt influence. Meese Caulf? He was a bit
far out for that, but it was the best he had. “Unidentified ship, this is General Anakin Skywalker of
the Galactic Republic,” he said, working hard to wrap his mouth around the Meese Caulf words
and hoping he was getting the grammatical structure right. “You are intruding on Republic
equipment and interfering with a Republic mission. I order you to pull back and identify
yourself.”“I greet you,” a calm voice came back in the same language. “Did you give your name
as General Skywalker?”“I did,” Anakin said, frowning. “Why, have you heard of me?”“No, not at
all,” the other said. “I was merely surprised. Let me assure you I mean no harm to you or your
equipment. I merely wished a closer look at this interesting device.”“Glad to hear it,” Anakin said.
“You’ve had your look. Pull back as ordered.”There was a pause. Then, at a leisurely pace, the
ship drifted away from the ring. “May I ask what brings a Republic envoy to this part of space?”
the intruder asked.“May I ask what business it is of yours?” Anakin countered. It wasn’t very
polite, but he wasn’t feeling in a particularly polite mood. Every minute he was stuck out here
making sure this prowler behaved himself was a minute he couldn’t spend looking for Padmé.
“You can be on your way at any time.”“On my way?”“To continue your travels,” Anakin said. “To go
wherever you were going before you stopped to look at my hyperdrive ring.”Another silence. The
alien ship, to Anakin’s annoyance, had halted its sideways drift and was now pacing the
hyperdrive ring at a distance of a hundred meters. Still far too close for comfort. “Yes, I could
continue on my way,” the intruder said. “But it might be more useful for me to assist you in your
quest.”R2-D2 gave a puzzled twitter. “I already told you I was on a Republic mission,” Anakin
said. “It’s not a quest.”“Yes, I recall your words,” the intruder assured him. “But I find it hard to
believe that a Republic at war would send a lone man in a lone fighter craft on a mission. I find it
more likely that you travel on a personal quest.”“I’m on a mission,” Anakin ground out. This was
starting to be really irritating. “Directly ordered here by Supreme Chancellor Palpatine himself.”
Not that Palpatine even knew Anakin was here, of course, let alone sanctioning the mission. But
if the stranger had heard of the Clone Wars he’d surely heard of Palpatine, and dropping the
chancellor’s name might add some weight to his side of the conversation. “And I don’t have time
for this.”“Agreed,” the other said. “Perhaps it would be best if I were to simply show you the
location of the ship you seek.”Anakin’s hands tightened on the yoke. “Explain,” he said quietly.“I
know where the Nubian ship landed,” the intruder said. “I know the pilot is missing.”Anakin
ground his teeth. “So you intercepted a private transmission?”“I have my own sources of
information,” the intruder said, his voice still calm. “Like you, I seek information, on that and other
matters. Also like you I’m alone, without the resources to successfully investigate. Perhaps in
alliance with a Republic general we may find the answers both of us seek.”“Interesting offer,”
Anakin said. And now, finally, he was close enough. Taking a deep breath, he stretched out to
the Force.The intruder wasn’t human, though of course Anakin had already guessed that. He
was near-human, though, like many other species in the Republic.But the texture of his mind



was unlike anything Anakin had ever touched before. It was neat and well ordered, the patterns
of thought flowing smoothly and precisely in ways not unlike those of scientists or
mathematicians. But the content of that flow, and the muted emotions accompanying it, were
completely opaque. It was like a neat and precise array of unfamiliar numbers.He also wasn’t
alone. There was a second nonhuman aboard.“You say it’s just the two of us?” Anakin continued,
targeting the likely position of the ship’s hyperdrive. If the intruder would lie about being alone, he
would probably lie about other things, too.Worse, the most likely reason for him to lie about
Padmé’s ship was if he was involved somehow in her disappearance. If that was the case,
Anakin wanted to keep him here until he got some real answers.“Yes,” the intruder said. “Plus my
pilot and your droid, of course.”Anakin paused, his finger on the firing controls. “You didn’t
mention your pilot.”“Neither did you mention your droid,” the intruder pointed out. “Since neither
will be joining us in our investigation, I didn’t think they entered into the discussion.”“Artoo usually
comes with me on missions.”“Indeed?” the intruder said. “Interesting. I was unaware that
navigational machines had other uses. Do we have an alliance?”Anakin glowered at the alien
ship. If the second being really was just a pilot, maybe that hadn’t been a lie so much as a mostly
honest omission. Even now, after years of warfare, there were still Republic politicians who
refused to accept clones as real human beings. Maybe for some unknown reason this particular
culture considered pilots to be second-class citizens, as well. “So what answers are you looking
for?”“I wish to more fully understand this conflict in which you’re embroiled,” the intruder said. “I
wish answers of right and wrong, of order and chaos, of strength and weakness, of purpose and
reaction.” There was a slight pause; and when the voice came back there was a new formality to
it. “You asked my identity. I am now prepared to give it. I am Commander Mitth’raw’nuruodo,
officer of the Expansionary Defense Fleet, servant of the Chiss Ascendancy. On behalf of my
people, I ask your assistance in learning of this war before it sweeps its disaster over our own
worlds.”“I see,” Anakin said cautiously. There were long-standing rumors of vast civilizations
lurking out beyond the borders of Wild Space. Was this Chiss Ascendancy one of them?And if
so, could they be persuaded to join the war effort on the Republic’s side? That possibility alone
might make it worth coming to an agreement with this Mitth’raw’nuruodo. “Very well,” he said. “On
behalf of Chancellor Palpatine and the Galactic Republic, I accept your offer.”“Excellent,”
Mitth’raw’nuruodo said. “Perhaps you will begin by telling me the true story of your quest.”“I
thought you already knew,” Anakin said, his neck tingling again. “You know about Padmé’s
ship.”“The Nubian?” There was a brief pause, and Anakin somehow had the impression of
Mitth’raw’nuruodo shrugging. “The design and power system were unlike anything else I’ve seen
in this region. Your craft displays similar characteristics. It was logical that one visiting stranger
was seeking the other.”“Ah.” If there was one thing Mitth’raw’nuruodo had in abundance, Anakin
reflected, it was quick and reasonable answers. “You’re right, the Nubian is one of ours. It carried
a Republic ambassador who came here to collect information from an informant. When she
failed to contact us, I was sent to look for her.”“I see,” Mitth’raw’nuruodo said. “Was this informant
trustworthy?”“Yes.”“You are certain of that?”“The ambassador was.”“Then betrayal is unlikely.



Has the informant contacted you?”“No.”“In that case, the most likely scenarios are accident or
capture,” Mitth’raw’nuruodo said. “We need to travel to the surface to determine which it
was.”Finally. “That’s where I was heading when you barged in,” Anakin growled. “You said you
knew where her ship was?”“I can send you the location,” Mitth’raw’nuruodo said. “But it might be
more convenient for you to first come aboard. I have a two-passenger shuttle in which we can
travel together.”Anakin smiled tightly. He would definitely like a look at the inside of
Mitth’raw’nuruodo’s ship.But not yet. Not until he trusted the Chiss a whole lot more. “Thanks, but
I’ll take my own ship in,” he said. “Like I said, we might need Artoo down there.”“Very well.” If
Mitth’raw’nuruodo was offended that Anakin hadn’t taken him up on the offer, it wasn’t apparent
in his voice. “I’ll lead the way.”“Fine,” Anakin said. He’d prefer to have the Chiss in front of his
laser cannons anyway. “Whenever you’re ready.”“I’ll make preparations at once,”
Mitth’raw’nuruodo said. “One additional thought. Chiss names are difficult for many species to
properly pronounce. I suggest you address me by my core name: Thrawn.”“That’s all right,
Mitth’raw’nuruodo,” Anakin said. Did this being go out of his way to be annoying and
condescending? “I think I can handle it.”
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Lena M Johnson, “Thrawn just keeps getting better. I devoured this book in about five hours.
Thrawn's relationships with Vader and Anakin is fascinating, plus it includes some awesome
twists and reveals that I know will lead to more stories. I am so grateful they allow more Thrawn's
books to flesh out the most fascinating character in the Star Wars universe.Don't forget to check
out Zahn's other books. He's a very talented author and I've enjoyed every one of his books that
I've read.”

W. Kurtz, “Some meandering thoughts on a book that takes its time to get good. At first I was
quite worried. A plot launched all too quickly without enough set up (the Emperor feels a
disturbance and then dispatches Vader and Thrawn to deal with it just like that, no larger context
or anything) and a very low stakes plot taking place in a remote part of the galaxy--an all too
common trend now that the Story Group is in charge and won't let the novels do any large,
sweeping, high-stakes stories lest they tie the hands of some future film director. And while I
liked his handling of Padme, I thought those sections really dragged.Finally, as the plot became
more clear (a hint or two earlier would have helped, the mystery starts off as too vague to get too
invested in), the stakes higher, the tie-in to the Disney theme park is more apparent, and the
jumping back and forth between the present and the past for the characterization of Thrawn and
Anakin/Vader finally pays dividends, the book really becomes quite interesting. At the end of the
day, does anything happening in it have any larger ramifications for Star Wars stories going
forward? It's hard to say, but I hope so, because there are certainly some interesting ideas here
that could pay off when we get tired of fighting the Empire/First Order. An alien threat like the
Grysk may be an interesting change of pace.I have to say, I would have liked a mystery that the
reader could have at least partially figured out on their own (Zahn holds most of his cards until
the very end), but I found the ending satisfying and a familiar yet original contribution from Zahn.
The conclusion is so much better than what happens in the previous novel, in my opinion,
although overall I do prefer that story of Thrawn's rise over the years to this team-up adventure of
a couple of weeks.I give the book only four stars because it takes too long to get going, the
mystery can't be figured out until the very end, it lacks the high stakes and memorable new
characters of Zahn's Thrawn Trilogy (ex. the new Disney version of Ruhk just isn't as good), and
Vader is mostly well-written but somehow slightly off (not as badly as in Lords of the Sith
thankfully). But, on the plus side, the ending is great, Thrawn is the usually brilliant Thrawn,
Padme and Anakin felt spot on to me, and we get a preview of the new Star Wars land. Overall I
definitely recommend it to any fan of Thrawn, the prequel-era/Clone Wars, or Star Wars fiction.”

K. G. A. Alavi, “Where do Thrawn's loyalties lie?. A very good book and continuation of Thrawn's
legend/legacy. If I am a little disappointed it is because as good as this book was, it is simply
with Timothy Zahn writing Thrawn and Vader I did not want good I was expecting great. However



Very good is very good.This book book is set in two time periods. Going back to the line in the
first book where a meeting between, then General Anakin Skywalker and Thrawn, during the
Clone Wars was mentioned. The majority of this book takes place in that era, as well as the
current problem. One thing I like very much in this book is Zahn's writing the differences between
Anakin and Vader, and how Vader refers to the memories of Anakin as "the Jedi's". Zahn also
did a great job of showing the precognition powers the Force sensitive use. As the story
progresses I saw the reason for this.The second era that this book is set in is right after Season
3 of Star Wars Rebels, right after Thrawn's biggest defeat to date. So his standing and loyalty is
in question. There is a lot of verbal sparing and jockeying for the number 2 position in the Empire
between Thrawn and Vader. Usually with Thrawn coming out on top. However there is a great
deal of respect between the two the telling point of that is Thrawn was still alive as Vader is not
known for his patience.There are elements taken from other Star Wars pre-Disney era books.
One of the ideas come from the Golden Age of the Sith comic series where a couple of Force
sensitives found another way to earn a living out of their talents, and a material that has not been
used in the Disney era as of yet, as well some more of the behind the scenes of Order 66.A very
good book, that is slightly slow in places. I think this was the only stumbling block for me as with
Vader in the book I was expecting a lot more action in the book. Though the lack of fights did
show Vader's other skills that are sometimes forgotten because of his fearsome reputation and
displays of power.”

A. J. Hawkins, “Better. This is a considerable improvement over the previous Thrawn novel, but
only because it features characters we know better than most, what with the story taking place
both during the Clone Wars, as Thrawn teams up with Anakin Skywalker, and between seasons
3 & 4 of the Rebels series, with Thrawn teamed up with Vader. The plot is a touch contrived as a
result, with Thrawn feeling more like a side character really, and Padme's sections are almost
unbearably dull and plodding. We also never get to discover what makes Thrawn tick, like the
author doesn't fully understand his own creation, likely because Thrawn is basically Sherlock in
the Star Wars universe. So the book is reasonably entertaining in spite of Thrawn, because he is
not a character I find interesting or compelling in any way.”

Daniel, “Excellent writing but a lacklustre plot. I’m a huge fan of Thrawn and although I didn’t
enjoy this one as much as the first instalment (Thrawn), I thoroughly enjoyed it.I really like how
Zahn sets this story during both the Clone Wars and Galactic Civil War eras. It’s really interesting
to see how Thrawn interacts with both Anakin and then Vader many years later.Zahn does an
excellent job with all the main characters. The dialogue is spot on in my opinion.The plot is a little
weak unfortunately and I would have liked to see the two timelines link up with each other a bit
better. The enemy Grysks were also very uninteresting and didn’t appear to be nearly as
intimidating as I feel they were intended to be. Hopefully the next instalment fleshes these guys
out a lot more.All in all a great read and I highly recommend if you’re a fan of the blue dude.”
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